[Radiation lesion formation and character of repair processes in the hematopoietic system of primates exposed to continuous and fractionated gamma-irradiation by equally effective doses].
The article is dedicated to comparison of the biological effectiveness of continuous and fractionated gamma-irradiation of rhesus macaques by equally effective doses. These radiation conditions are broadly used in radiobiological experiments. Specifically, they are applied in modeling radiation effects on cosmonauts during extended exploration mission. A model of radiation damage and repair on the cell, tissue and organism levels, i.e., a model of effective residual dose responsible for change in mammals' resistance to irradiation of varying duration was used to calculate equally effective doses in the experiment with primates subject to continuous and fractionated exposure. The authors publish data related to formation of radiation lesion and rate of ensuing hemopoiesis reparation. Two groups of animals were compared in resistance modification followed after testing by acute irradiation. The test was to reproduce a radiation situation for cosmonauts in the event of a cannonade of powerful solar proton events resulting in an effective residual dose of 1 Sv total The experiment evidenced close resemblance of the hemopoietic effects in primates exposed to the compared radiation conditions.